Summer 2018
and Calvary John James.

End of year update and
Christmas wishes

A

s the end of 2018
approaches, many of us
will ask “where did that year
go?"
Much has happened at
Calvary over the past 12
months. The new Calvary
national organisation
structure now brings our
three hospitals under a
single ACT Region Hospitals
governance arrangement.
This change does not inhibit
the three facilities to deliver
the best services to patients
and to fully support their staff,
but it does improve many
non-clinical elements of the
operations of Calvary Public
Hospital Bruce and Clare
Holland House, Calvary Private
Hospital and Hyson Green,

I am grateful to the Executive
and Senior Management at
the three hospitals who have
enthusiastically supported and
participated in the restructure
and subsequent processes. As
this new structure matures,
I foresee the collaboration
between the three services
creating exciting opportunities
for staff in all roles and at
all levels to expand their
skills and pursue new career
choices.
As we get nearer to Christmas
and New Year many of us will
have a variety of emotions
and experiences. Perhaps a
holiday beckons; maybe you
are hosting the big Christmas
party for the family; you
may be concerned for the
wellbeing of a family member
or friend who is unwell or
alone at a time when many
of us gather for celebrations.
And possibly this year you
will be rostered to work while
many have a break.
However you spend your
Christmas and New Year, I
extend by best wishes to you
and your family. Stay safe,

especially if you are travelling
on the roads.
For Christians, this time of the
year is very significant. It is a
time of thanksgiving to God
for giving them the greatest
gift Christians believe he could
have given them – his own
son Jesus Christ. The giving of
gifts is one Christmas activity
that is adopted by just about
everyone irrespective of faith
or culture.
It is also the time of year
when people demonstrate
their gratitude for what they
have by giving to others.
Many charities, church and
community groups will
operate a Christmas appeal
seeking donations of suitable
food, gifts or money. If your
circumstances allow, I hope
you support one or more of
these projects.
In closing, I want to thank you
for your support of people of
people in need through your
professional or voluntary work
at Calvary.
Regards
Barb
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Mark Dykgraaf appointed as General
Manager Calvary Public Hospital Bruce
Calvary Hospitals ACT Regional Chief Executive Officer
Barb Reid has announced that Mark Dykgraaf has been
appointed to the role of General Manager of Calvary
Public Hospital Bruce.
“I am pleased to announce the appointment of Mark
Dykgraaf to the role of General Manager for Calvary
Public Hospital Bruce.
“Mark has a long and successful career in health with
over 30 years of clinical, management and senior
executive experience in both public and private health
sectors.
“Most recently, Mark was the Chief Operating Officer
with Canberra Hospital and Health Services where he led
a range of service improvement programs particularly
around patient flow, clinical systems, critical care and
emergency response planning.
“Having worked at a senior level across a range of
management and clinical functions, Mark will drive
strategic direction, operational planning, service delivery
and management of Calvary Public Hospital Bruce, in
collaboration with the CPHB Executive team.
“I have also worked with Mark and know that his
personal and professional principles are aligned with our
Values of Hospitality, Healing, Stewardship and Respect.”

Clare Holland House expansion announced
The Commonwealth and ACT Governments, the Snow
Foundation and Calvary announced their collaboration in a
significant project to expand and enhance Clare Holland House
in 2019.
When it opened in 2001, Clare Holland House provided
suitable accommodation for both its hospice and palliative
care home-base roles. With the demand for palliative care
increasing, the need to expand Clare Holland House is
pressing.
The Commonwealth Government and the Snow Foundation
have committed $6M to the capital costs of expansion, and
the ACT Government has undertaken to consider the ongoing
funding for expanded and improved models of care and
modalities of service at Clare Holland House.
In thanking the ACT and Commonwealth Governments, and
expressing his gratitude to the Snow Foundation, Calvary
Director of Palliative Care Services, Dr Suharsha Kanathigoda
explained why expansion of the facility is so important.
“Our ongoing ability to provide the full range of services
involved in high quality patient centred palliative care will be
hampered without expansion.
“We need more inpatient capacity for end-of-life, episodic and
respite care; we need more room for our expanding outpatient
clinic services; our staff in community and outreach services
need more space; and we also need additional room for our
research and education activities.
“This announcement of funding for capital and recurrent
expenses will enable this to happen.”
This is not the Snow Foundation’s first involvement in palliative
care related matters. In 2017 the Snow Foundation provided
funding to LifeCircle Australia to assist them to develop
resources to support their mentoring, counselling and support
programs for people caring for a loved one at the end of life.
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Cardiology service enhancements

Cardiology services at Calvary Public Hospital Bruce have been
expanded and enhanced.
The Director of Cardiology, Dr Peter Scott, and the Cardiology Team, have consolidated and expanded specialist services
including the Chest Pain Clinic, a Cardiology Outpatients Clinic,
Echocardiograms and a trial program of Holter Monitoring for
Outpatients.
The Cardiology Outpatients Clinics will operate in the Specialist
Outpatients Clinic suite in the Lewisham Building.
Dr Scott highlighted the recent purchase of Philip’s premier
cardiac ultrasound machine as a ‘game-changer’ for Calvary’s
cardiology services.
“With the new machine we are able to reduce the wait time
experienced by inpatients needing an echo procedure, and we
are also able to offer an outpatient echocardiogram service to
patients referred by Calvary or by their primary care provider.
“The outpatient service means people will not have to travel to
the Canberra Hospital for the service. We also anticipate avoiding admissions and reduced length of stay for patients who can
safely go home and return to Calvary at an appointed time for
their echo procedure.
“The quality of our services will also improve with the new
Philips machine providing amazing images that can assist with
more difficult assessments and diagnosis.”

Refurbished Maternity Unit feeling very homely

According to Ward 3S CNC Jane Debaecker it has taken little time for women, babies, families and staff to feel very at home in
the refurbished Maternity Unit.
“We were all excited and delighted to be returning to the refurbished unit in July. But being truthful, there is always some
trepidation around how your designs and plans will actually work under the day-to-day activity of the Unit.
“The truth is the greater number of single rooms is welcomed by women and families. The generously sized twin share rooms
also work very well for women who are feeling settled and comfortable and benefit from being able to interact with other
women.
"The small patient lounge provides everyone with a conveniently located space to retire to momentarily if a 'change of scenery'
is needed or an unhappy infant needs some separation from the clinical space.
“And the assessment room is wonderfully
spacious and bright and proving to be a very
positive space for parents and clinicians to better
understand their newly arrived child.
“But secretly, the thing I like most is that the
ward still retains the homely feel that it has
developed over the years. With all its faults and
many areas for improvement, we were all very
fond of the ‘vibe’ that the old 3S had. We missed
that in our temporary location on L6 of the
Xavier Building, but happily we found it again on
our return.”
The refurbishment and expansion of the
Calvary Maternity Unit was expedited by the
ACT Government to ensure north side public
maternity services provided by Calvary offer
similar amenity to south side services. Birthing
numbers at Calvary are projected to reach
almost 2,000 births per annum in 2019/20.
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Rotary Cottage refresh
scheduled through the summer

Work commenced in late November
on the refreshment of the grounds
and refurbishment of some of the
important features of Rotary Cottage
on the Calvary Bruce campus. Rotary
Cottage was built in two stages: Stage
1 opened in 1996, with construction
costs covered by the Rotary Club of
Belconnen and other community
groups.
Stage 2 opened 11 years later and
was funded again by the Rotary Club
of Belconnen, the Jamison Trash ‘n
Treasure stall holders, and the Rotary
Clubs of Ginninderra, Woden, Hall
and Canberra City.
For the Rotary Clubs, Rotary Cottage
is one of their signature and enduring gifts to the local and surrounding communities. The Cottage fulfils
the vital role of providing family and
patient accommodation for people
needing our services. Most of the
guests are from outside the ACT, but
in some cases a local patient may
need to stay depending on their
transport and mobility circumstances.
The Cottage comprises 6 ensuite bedrooms, and a common lounge and
kitchen area.
The grounds of Rotary Cottage have
become quite tired, so Calvary’s Greg
Robertson and Alastair Carnegie and
representatives of the Rotary Clubs of
Belconnen and Ginninderra, have developed a plan to restore the gardens
and other features to enhance the
Cottage.
The project comprises the reprofiling
and replanting of the main garden
area, repairs to the rear fencing and
gazebo, and upgrading outdoor sitting
areas at the rear of Rotary Cottage.
These works will return Rotary Cottage to pristine condition. The upgrade will enhance the amenity for
guests, and also recognise the past
generosity and current pride of Rotary in providing this wonderful facility
which assists so many people.

2019 project of Ward 2N relocation and ED expansion plans
Work continues on the design of the expansion planned for the Calvary ED and
the relocation of Ward 2N to the Keaney Building.
The two projects are included in a single funding arrangement and are interlinked, meaning the first part of the project has to be completed for the second
to commence. The design for both areas and project timelines need to be
finalised before contracts can be let for the works.
The first part of the project requires the former ACRS in the Keaney Building to
be refurbished and refitted to the appropriate standards for a mental health
unit. When this is completed Ward 2N will be relocated, meaning that Level 2
of the Marian Building becomes vacant.
Level 2 of the Marian Building will become a part of the ED, and also accommodate ED admin functions. These services need to be relocated from the
back of the current ED before work can commence on expanding the Short
Stay Unit. An important consideration through the entire project is that our
services cannot be interrupted, and of course we need to maintain safety for
patients, visitors and staff.
Through the recent theatre and medical imaging upgrades, and during the
refurbishment of the Maternity Unit, we have demonstrated our ability to
develop practical and safe ‘work arounds’ during construction projects. These
previous experiences will serve us well when this project commences in early
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Reconfiguring Calvary in 2019 - and
readying us for the future

Commencing in the last weeks of December 2018,
and continuing through to the end of January 2019 –
we will be making some changes at Calvary that will
have us well placed for the delivery of public hospital
services into the next decade.
Over the six week period that straddles Christmas
and New Year, a process of decanting and relocation
will occur that will see a number of existing ward
areas relocate within the Xavier (main tower)
Building at Calvary. During this process a number
of clinical areas will also receive a thorough ‘spring’
clean and spruce-up.
At the start of February 2019 our inpatient wards will
look like this:
• Level 4 – Specialist Medical Inpatient Unit
(bringing together the existing Ward 4E and
Ward 5W)
• Level 5 – MAPU and Stroke with operational
space that will be available to flex-up as and
when situations arise
• Level 6 – Specialist Surgical Inpatient Unit
(existing Ward 4W relocates to Level 6)
These changes will provide many benefits to staff
and patients. These include:
• Removing the physical separation between our
two existing Medical Wards
• Providing the capacity for the reduction and
intended elimination of medical or surgical
‘outliers’
• More flexible room configurations including
access to additional single rooms for patients
who require isolation
• Locating our ‘flex capacity’ on the MAPU level
which is the most appropriate and sustainable
setting for temporary expansion when it is
required
The decanting and relocation is well-planned and will
be performed in a way that ensures patient, staff and
visitor safety is not jeopardised.
The CNCs of the affected areas will receive a stageby-stage timetable of the many tasks involved in this
project, and it will also be posted on Calvary Connect
later in December.
Our feedback from patients consistently highlights
that high quality and compassionate care is not
reliant on ‘built’ features or flashy equipment. The
essence of great care is the way we treat people
when they need our assistance. We will demonstrate
this in the way we assist our patients and each other
over this short period of reconfiguration.
It is expected that these changes to achieve our new
inpatient configuration in 2019 will support all our
staff to excel in the provision of care.
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